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Summary 

Nudging has emerged as an innovative tool to influence consumer 
decisions within areas ranging from reduction of CO2-emissions, 
increasing pension savings and facilitating healthy food choice. Nudges 
aim to guide consumer behavior in pre-decided directions without 
forbidding the options or changing economic incentives and are part of 
the behavioral public policy-movement which has arisen throughout the 
past decade. The increased application of nudges as measures to 
influence public behavior has however not advanced without 
controversy, and the current thesis focuses on consumer opinions about 
the use of nudging in a food-related context. Consumer opinions about 
nudging have been a largely neglected research area, yet a number of 
recent studies indicate relatively high support of nudging, despite its 
somewhat manipulative nature. Perceived effectiveness is identified as 
an important driver of acceptance of nudging, yet little is known about 
the underpinnings of this association. In order to provide a deeper 
theoretical and practical understanding of consumer acceptance of 
nudging, it is not sufficient to solely focus on identifying factors that are 
directly associated with acceptance, as it is also crucial to expand the 
causal chain backward and explore the antecedents behind the main 
drivers. The overall objective of the current thesis is to increase our 
understanding of consumer acceptance of food-related nudging. The 
objective is approached by a two-fold perspective, which aims to shed 
light on 1) main drivers of acceptance of food-related nudging, and 2) 
the antecedents of one of the main drivers of acceptance of nudging, 
namely perceived effectiveness of nudging. 

The objective is addressed by means of three research papers. The first 
paper is dedicated to replicating and extending the knowledge about 
factors that are directly associated with acceptance of food-related 
nudging, and the two succeeding papers aim to take a step back in the 
causal chain by exploring how different message designs influence 
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consumers’ perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging. The main 
logic of inquiry is a quantitative and deductive research approach, and 
the first study is designed as a cross-sectional survey, while the two 
succeeding papers are designed as factorial experiments. The current 
thesis identifies perceived effectiveness and perceived limited freedom 
of choice to be significant predictors of acceptance of food-related 
nudging, and furthermore, a number of aspects related to the message, 
the sender and the receiver are found to be of significant importance 
when public information about nudging are communicated. The findings 
of the three papers in this thesis contribute to increase the knowledge of 
factors that are directly associated with acceptance of food-related 
nudging and additionally explores the antecedents of one of the most 
important drivers of acceptance, namely perceived effectiveness. The 
thesis thus contributes to increase both theoretical, practical and 
methodological knowledge within the domain of consumer acceptance 
of nudging, and the findings also hold several implications for policy-
makers that are planning to implement nudging as part of public policy. 
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1 Introduction 

Nudging is defined as “any aspect of the choice architecture that alters 
people’s behavior in a predictable way without forbidding any options 
or significantly changing their economic incentives” (Thaler and 
Sunstein, 2008, p. 6). Nudging has become a popular approach to public 
policy, and at last count, there were more than 60 ‘behavioral insight 
teams’ or ‘nudge units’ across the world (Chen et al., 2017; Holmes, 
2018). Consumer decisions within areas ranging from organ donation 
and reduction of CO2-emissions to pension savings and food choice have 
been approached by different nudge-designs (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; 
Zeina et al., 2019), and nudging is part of the behavioral public policy-
movement that has arisen throughout the past decade (Chen et al., 2017). 

The widespread application of nudge-designs aimed at a wide range of 
behaviors has however not advanced without controversy, and nudge 
units, partly or fully funded by the governments, have given heat to a 
debate on the ethical aspect of nudging where governments have been 
accused of being paternalistic nanny-states that interfere with people’s 
freedom of choice (Selinger and Whyte, 2011; Blumenthal-Barby and 
Burroughs, 2012; Schmidt, 2017; Sugden, 2017). The critics hold that 
nudges challenge consumer autonomy (Mols et al., 2015; Clavien, 2018; 
Levy, 2019), and the concept nanny-states reflects the perception of 
nudging as a paternalistic top-down approach to influence public 
behavior (Selinger and Whyte, 2011).  

New strategies implemented by governments need to gain foothold in the 
public in order to be perceived as acceptable measures to influence 
behavior (Tannenbaum et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2018; Hagman et al., 
2019), yet, until recently, consumer’s opinions about nudging have been 
largely neglected (Evers et al., 2018). However, a number of recent 
studies indicate relatively high public support of nudging, despite its 
somewhat manipulative nature (Hagman et al., 2015; Jung and Mellers, 
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2016; Reisch and Sunstein, 2016; Reisch et al., 2017; Bauer and Reisch, 
2019; Reynolds et al., 2019), and perceived effectiveness has been 
established as a strong and reliable predictor of acceptance of public 
policy and nudging (Diepeveen et al., 2013; Petrescu et al., 2016; 
Marteau, 2017; Bang et al., 2018; Cadario and Chandon, 2019; Reynolds 
et al., 2020). Still, Hagman et al. (2019) state that several questions about 
what makes a nudge acceptable remains unanswered, and Reynolds et al. 
(2018) indicate that there has been little empirical research testing the 
most effective ways of communicating evidence of a policy’s 
effectiveness.  

In order to provide a deeper theoretical and practical understanding of 
consumer acceptance of nudging, it is not sufficient to solely focus on 
identifying the main drivers of acceptance, as it is also crucial to expand 
the causal chain backward and explore the underlying mechanisms of 
this concept. In other words, drawing on the established association 
between perceived effectiveness and acceptance of nudging, an 
important inquiry is to investigate how to communicate the effectiveness 
of public policies in a form that appeals to consumers. The current thesis 
aims to contribute to increase our understanding of consumer acceptance 
of nudging both by investigating factors that directly influence 
acceptance, but also by addressing the antecedents behind one of the 
strongest and most reliable predictors of acceptance, namely perceived 
effectiveness. The objective of this thesis in relation to this is further 
described in the following section.  
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1.1 Objective and research approach 
This thesis focuses on consumer opinions about nudging, and more 
specifically, the overall objective is to increase our understanding of 
consumer’s acceptance of food-related nudging. The objective is 
approached by a two-fold perspective which aims to shed light on              
1) main drivers of acceptance of food-related nudging, and 2) the 
antecedents behind one of the main drivers of acceptance of nudging, 
namely perceived effectiveness of nudging. This thesis includes three 
research papers. Overall, the first paper is dedicated to replicate and 
extend the current body of knowledge on factors that are directly 
associated with acceptance of food-related nudging, while the two 
succeeding papers aim to shed light on the antecedents of perceived 
effectiveness of nudging by exploring how different message designs 
influence consumers’ perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging.  

In order to address the main objective, I apply a triangulation of theories, 
data sources and methods, and shift between an exploratory, descriptive 
and explanatory approach. My main logic of inquiry is a deductive 
research approach, where I propose hypotheses building on established 
theory, which I empirically test by the use of different research designs. 
The focus of the current thesis is on food-related nudging and drawing 
on the strong association between diet and health, the majority of the 
theoretical- and empirical literature presented in this thesis applies a 
health-related approach. Still, as indicated above, nudging has also been 
applied to a wide range of other behavioral domains, and although I only 
touch upon material from other contexts, this should not be perceived as 
an underestimation of the importance of the research within other 
behavioral domains, but rather reflects the specific focus of the current 
thesis. Finally, it is important to underline that the current thesis is not 
about measuring whether nudges actually work, but about exploring 
consumers’ acceptability of nudges as measures to influence food-
related behavior.  
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1.2 Clarification of key concepts 
The current section introduces the key concepts of this thesis. All of these 
concepts will be further described and elaborated in the subsequent 
chapters, and the current section is thus only meant as an introductory 
guide. Nudging is already defined in the introduction-chapter on page 1, 
but in short, nudges are measures that aim to guide consumer decisions 
in pre-decided directions, without forbidding the alternatives or changing 
economic incentives (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). Nudges are applied in 
the wider environment, meaning that they are alterations of the choice 
architecture that intends to remind or push consumer choice in a certain 
direction. Although nudging was not coined as a concept until 2008, it 
builds on established theoretical foundations from social- and cognitive 
psychology as well as behavioral economy and libertarian paternalism 
(Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; Marteau et al., 2011). To the best of my 
knowledge, there is no precise operational definition of food-related 
nudging, but in the current thesis, food-related nudging is defined as 
nudges that aim to influence decisions and choices within the realm of 
food-related behavior, of which decisions in regard to selecting, buying 
and consuming foods are of particular interest.  

Nudging has increasingly been introduced as part of public policy, and 
public policy can be defined as the outcome of decisions or visions by 
governments or political actors to influence public behavior and decision 
making (Lawrence and Robertson, 2007). Furthermore, behavioral 
public policy describes an alternative approach to public policy which 
incorporates the use of behavioral insights to influence the behavior of 
the public, of which nudging is one of the tools that might be applied 
(OECD, 2017). As indicated in the introduction, the increased 
application of nudges in public policy is a development that has not 
advanced without controversy, and this has resulted in the growth of 
acceptance of nudging as a research area. Acceptance of nudging is a 
relatively new concept, and to the best of my knowledge, there is 
currently no precise operational definition. Still, previous research has 
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investigated the acceptability of other types of interventions and policies 
(Sekhon et al., 2017), and drawing on this, I define acceptance of 
nudging as the degree that consumers support, and thus approves the 
implementation of nudges as tools to influence behavior. Finally, readers 
may notice that the terms support, acceptance and acceptability are used 
interchangeably in the literature, and these terms are also used 
synonymously in the current thesis.  

 

1.3 The structure of this thesis 
The rest of this thesis is structured as follows: Chapter 2 outlines the 
background for the overall objective of this thesis. Here, I take a step 
back and focus on overarching challenges related to the use of nudging 
as a tool to influence public behavior. Of particular interest are the 
differences between traditional and behavioral public policy, the 
theoretical underpinnings of nudging, the critique of nudging as a 
behavioral tool, as well as the growth of acceptance of nudging as a 
research area. Chapter 3 presents an overview of the three papers that are 
included in this thesis, a summary of the findings in each of the papers 
as well as the paper’s current publication status, supplemented by a 
figure that illustrates how the three papers are connected. Chapter 4 
offers methodological reflections both for the methods applied in each 
of the papers separately and for the thesis overall. Chapter 5 provides a 
brief summary of the results across the three research papers, 
accompanied by a model that visualizes the findings of this thesis. 
Chapter 6 provides an overall discussion of my main findings and 
contributions and ends with suggesting some fruitful paths for future 
research within this research area. Finally, some concluding remarks are 
offered in chapter 7, before the thesis ends with the full versions of each 
of the three research articles. 
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2 Background 

Western countries have experienced a massive increase in non-
communicable diseases over the past couple of decades (Naghavi et al., 
2017). This development has brought along vast economical and health-
related challenges, which has required alternative thinking in public 
policy and health promotion (Benartzi et al., 2017). As outlined above, 
behavioral public policy (BPP) describes an alternative approach to 
public policy which emphasize use of behavioral insights to influence 
the behavior of the public (OECD, 2017; Oliver, 2017), and many 
countries have established governmentally funded BPP-units over the 
past ten years (Chen et al., 2017; Zeina et al., 2019). A similar 
development can be found within the field of public health promotion, 
which has moved from a top-down approach with focus on educating and 
instructing the public to make healthy choices, to a more behaviorally 
oriented approach that focuses on empowering the public to make 
healthy choices, i.e. by making the healthy options the most attractive in 
the choice context (Marteau, 2018; Bauer and Reisch, 2019). As 
mentioned in the introduction, the increased application of a behavioral 
approach to public policy and health promotion has not advanced without 
controversy. A closer look at the characteristics of the traditional vs. the 
behavioral approach to public policy and health promotion as well as the 
theoretical underpinnings of nudging contributes to understanding some 
of the background for this criticism.  

 

2.1 Traditional vs. behavioral public policy  
Policy-makers can apply a number of different measures to influence 
public behavior, which each has its strengths and limitations. The 
Nuffield Council on Bioethics (2007) has introduced an intervention 
ladder which categorizes measures to influence health-related behavior 
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due to their level of intrusiveness, where the level of intrusiveness relies 
on an evaluation of the ‘proportionate’ relationship between potential 
benefits of the measure against the interference in people’s lives. The 
traditional approach to public policy has been to regulate public behavior 
by legislation, bans, and taxation with accompanying penalties for those 
who choose not to follow the rules (Marteau et al., 2011). The traditional 
system can be categorized as hard policy, but at the same time, the 
system is transparent and allows the public to actively choose or not 
choose to follow it. Awareness campaigns aimed at educating and 
informing the public to make the right choices have been a widely 
applied measure in traditional policy, yet although this type of measure 
is low on intrusiveness, the effects on public behavior are also often 
limited (Marteau et al., 2012; Allan et al., 2017; Bauer and Reisch, 2019). 
A more successful measure to influence behavior within the traditional 
public policy is the use of taxation. The use of this type of measure is 
however categorized as highly intrusive (Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 
2007), and often receives relatively low support in the public (Hagmann 
et al., 2018). Despite this, research indicates that support of most policies 
increase after its implementation (Diepeveen et al., 2013), and 
furthermore, as taxation, bans, and penalties have the potential to 
successfully influence public behavior within several domains, a high 
level of intrusiveness might be a price worth paying in cases where the 
harm-benefit distinction can be easily judged (John et al., 2009). For 
example, penalties for drunk driving or speeding can for most people 
easily be judged as defendable, but within a domain like food-related 
behavior, the harm-benefit distinction might not be judged just as easily. 
In practical terms, this implies that although it is reasonable to assume 
that most people would agree on the benefits of having a healthy diet and 
lifestyle, one should also expect that the preferred approach to achieve 
this goal might be highly variable. Within this type of behavioral domain, 
softer and less intrusive policies may be more applicable, and this is 
where behavioral public policy (BPP) enters the scene.  
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There are several inconsistencies between people’s intentions and 
behavior (Marteau et al., 2012). When people want to lose weight, they 
know that veggie snacks are a better option than potato chips, yet crisps 
are repeatedly chosen. A study from 2006 found that approximately 45% 
of the activities people do throughout a day are results of habits 
(Verplanken and Wood, 2006), and the literature indicates that it is easier 
to change the environment of the decision-making process than changing 
our way of thinking (van Kleef et al., 2012). BPP introduces an 
alternative approach to regulate public behavior and can be categorized 
as a soft policy that emphasizes behavioral insights to influence 
consumer choice (OECD, 2017; Oliver, 2017). The theoretical 
underpinnings of BPP are further described in the following section, but 
in short, the behavioral approach to public policy builds on the 
perception that a huge part of human decision-making result from 
unconscious reasoning (Marteau et al., 2012). Drawing on this 
knowledge, policy-makers should rather focus on influencing consumer 
decisions without the need to activate the “attitudinal machinery”. In 
summary, the behavioral approach to public policy and health promotion 
requires less active involvement and decision making from the public as 
compared to the traditional policy, but at the same time, this also brings 
along issues regarding transparency, consumer autonomy and freedom 
to choose. An overview of the literature on consumer opinions about the 
traditional vs. behavioral approach to public policy is offered in chapter 
2.4. The following section focus on the theoretical underpinnings of BPP 
and nudging.  

 

2.2 The theoretical underpinnings of nudging 
Richard Thaler and Cass Sunstein are credited for coining nudge as a 
concept in their book with the same title from 2008. Nudging is practical 
execution of BPP, and a bit simplified, nudges are measures that guides 
behavior in a pre-decided direction, but at the same time leaves the 
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receiver with the option of going in the other direction, if that is what he 
or she prefers (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008). Nudging is a relatively new 
concept, but as Halpern points out in his book Inside the nudge unit, 
“people have been nudging each other for as long as mankind has 
existed” (Halpern, 2015, p. 13). The fundamental ideas behind nudging 
build on established theoretical principles from behavioral economy, 
social- and cognitive psychology and libertarian paternalism (Thaler and 
Sunstein, 2008; Marteau et al., 2011; Marchiori et al., 2017). The 
psychological underpinnings of nudging are largely based on theories of 
dual-process reasoning (Marchiori et al., 2017), which categorize human 
decision making as results of system 1 and system 2 thinking (Stanovich 
and West, 2000; Kahneman, 2011). A bit simplified, system 1 thinking 
is fast and impulsive, and decision making often occurs automatically 
without the activation of conscious deliberation. System 2 on the other 
hand, is slower and more reflective, and this type of decision making is 
to a larger extent a result of active thinking and conscious deliberation 
(Kahneman, 2011). In practical terms, system 1 thinking most often 
occurs when we are faced with situations or tasks that we are familiar 
with, like summarizing 3+3 or taking on the seat belt when you enter the 
car, while system 2 thinking takes the lead when we are faced with more 
demanding situations or tasks, like multiplying 93x74 or comparing the 
nutritional value of different food products. Furthermore, it is a common 
perception that these two systems work independently of each other, 
while they in fact rather should be perceived as collaborators with a 
somewhat differing view on the optimal outcome of the choice task or 
situation (Bargh, 1994; Marteau et al., 2012). Furthermore, although 
some processes are primarily automatic, this is not synonym with the fact 
that they cannot be altered and controlled if we are aware of them (Bargh, 
1994), and nudging embraces the automaticity in the decision-making 
process by emphasizing how the design of the choice context influence 
our decision making (Thaler et al., 2014). 
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Another important theoretical underpinning of nudging is the view of 
humans as being only bounded rational (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; John 
et al., 2019). In contradiction to the view on rationality in traditional 
economics, where humans are perceived as rational decision-makers 
who are capable of finding the optimal outcome in the choice context 
(Gigerenzer and Selten, 2002), bounded rationality postulates that 
human decision making is limited by our cognitive capacity and time 
available in the choice context, as well as our ability to process 
information (Simon, 1972; Kahneman, 2003). In practical terms, this 
implies that when a choice is made, the outcome often ends up being the 
option that requires the lowest effort. Furthermore, research has shown 
that consumers tend to suffer from choice inertia, meaning that if you are 
facing a choice where one of the options is to not choose, this often ends 
up being the outcome (Johnson et al., 2012). Thus, it should be no 
surprise that changing the default option is one of the strongest and most 
effective nudges (Johnson et al., 2012; Bauer and Reisch, 2019). 

The fact that consumers make numerous decisions throughout the day, 
many of these even without actively thinking about it, opens the 
opportunity to actively design the choice context and thereby guide 
(nudge) consumer choice in pre-decided directions. Nudging has become 
a particularly popular measure within food-related behavior (Hollands et 
al., 2017; Karevold et al., 2017; Bauer and Reisch, 2019), probably 
because nudging has the inherent characteristic of both being able to get 
people to do more of a behavior or to do less, or even refrain from a 
behavior. In practical terms, this implies that nudging can both be used 
to get people to eat healthier, and at the same time to avoid the less 
healthy options. Examples of nudges that has been applied within the 
context of food-related behavior over the past decade includes placement 
nudges (i.e. moving healthy products to the most visible locations or 
removing sweets from the cashier area), labeling nudges (i.e. traffic-light 
labeling, smileys and/or nutrition labels to indicate the nutritional quality 
of a product or dish in a restaurant menu), portion size nudges (i.e. 
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alteration of size and/or shapes of plates, glasses, cups, and cutleries) and 
default nudges (i.e. setting the small portion size as the default option in 
the restaurant, or adding a piece of fruit to the brown-bag lunch in 
schools and cafeterias) (Bauer and Reisch, 2019). Although nudging is 
presented as an innovative and effective tool to influence food-related 
behavior, research findings indicate that the effect of nudges seems to be 
highly context-dependent (Arno and Thomas, 2016; Allan et al., 2017; 
Sunstein, 2017; Holmes, 2018; Bauer and Reisch, 2019). For example, 
Allan et al. (2017) reviewed the effect of environmental interventions for 
altering eating behaviors in a workplace setting and found that 13 of 22 
studies reported significant changes. This picture largely resembles the 
findings in a meta-review of 39 review articles on nudge-related topics, 
where the overall findings indicate that evidence on the effectiveness of 
different nudges is not consistent across contexts and behaviors (Bauer 
and Reisch, 2019). These results underline the importance of pre-testing 
the actual effect of nudges in specific contexts before implementing them 
as part of public policy. As outlined in the introduction chapter, the focus 
of the current thesis is however not on the actual effectiveness of 
different types of nudges, but on consumers’ acceptance of nudges as 
measures to influence food-related behavior. In the two following 
sections, I focus on the critique of implementing nudges as part of public 
policy, and the growth of acceptance of nudging as a research area. 

 

2.3 Critique of nudging 
One of the most important ingredients of a nudge is that the consumer 
must always have the opportunity to opt-out, and the costs of doing so 
should not be high (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008; Sunstein, 2018). 
Following the previously proposed distinction between the two systems 
in dual-process theories, nudges can also be categorized depending on 
whether they are designed to address conscious or more unconscious 
processes in consumer decision making (Sunstein, 2016). System 1 
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nudges thus include measures that are designed to function without the 
need for conscious deliberation, while system 2 nudges to a greater 
extent require activation of the attitudinal machinery. Nudging falls 
midway on the abovementioned intervention ladder which categorizes 
measures to influence health-related behavior due to their level of 
intrusiveness (Nuffield Council on Bioethics, 2007). Yet, ironically, 
although nudging was originally introduced as a freedom preserving 
approach, it is criticized for undermining consumer autonomy and 
freedom of choice. As mentioned in the introduction of this thesis, there 
has been heated debates about the acceptability of nudges as tools to 
influence consumer behavior (Mols et al., 2015; Clavien, 2018; Levy, 
2019), where governments that initiate application of a behavioral 
approach to public policy have been criticized for being paternalistic 
nanny-states that interfere with the public’s autonomy and freedom of 
choice (Selinger and Whyte, 2011; Blumenthal-Barby and Burroughs, 
2012; Schmidt, 2017; Sugden, 2017).  

System 1 nudges are found to be particularly problematic by the critics 
as the possibility to opt-out from this type of nudges can be questioned 
(Oliver, 2017). Changing the default option from an opt-in to an opt-out 
alternative for organ donation is an example of a system 1 nudge that has 
been heavily debated (Johnson and Goldstein, 2003; MacKay and 
Robinson, 2016; Fan and Chan, 2017). Furthermore, reducing the size of 
plates and cutlery to make people eat less or moving unhealthy products 
to less visible locations in cafeterias, are examples of food-related 
nudges that might be perceived as manipulative due to transparency 
concerns and the limited possibility for opting out (Johnson et al., 2012; 
Barton and Grüne-Yanoff, 2015; Schmidt, 2017). The originators of 
nudge have responded to the critique against nudging in a large number 
of publications, and Sunstein has published a ‘bill of rights’ for nudging 
(2019) which offers five principles for creating acceptable nudges. These 
hold that nudges should 1) be consistent with people’s values and 
interests, 2) be for legitimate ends, 3) not violate individual rights, 4) be 
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transparent and 5) not take things from people without their consent 
(Sunstein and Reisch, 2019). The critique of nudging has however 
mainly been based on the opinions of professionals and practitioners, 
while knowledge on the opinions of the public has been more limited 
(Hagmann et al., 2018; Reynolds et al., 2019). Knowledge about 
consumer’s acceptance of nudging is thus identified as a gap in the 
literature that deserves further attention. 

 

2.4 Acceptance of nudging 
Public acceptance of policies comprises consumer’s thoughts and 
feelings about the application of a new or existing policy (Sekhon et al., 
2017; Reynolds et al., 2019). In the current thesis, acceptance of nudging 
is defined as the degree that consumers support, and thus approves the 
use of nudges as tools to influence food-related behavior. Several 
scholars have taken interest in questions related to consumer opinions 
about nudging over the past five years, and acceptance of nudging has 
been a rapidly growing research field (Hall et al., 2018). The body of 
literature on acceptance of nudging is addressed in detail in the three 
research papers, and the current section provides a shorter overview of 
the main trends within this research area.  

Public support of policies is of crucial importance both for the success 
of the policy-maker and for successful adoption of the policy, and lack 
of public support of policies can evoke strong responses which might 
lead to deselection of the responsible politicians (Diepeveen et al., 2013; 
Tannenbaum et al., 2017; Hagmann et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2018). Public 
acceptance of nudging has been compared to the acceptance of 
traditional policies like taxing, education- and awareness campaigns. For 
example, Petrescu and colleagues (2016) compared the acceptance of 
nudging vs. taxing vs. education-campaigns as measures to reduce 
consumption of sugar-sweetened beverages, and their results showed 
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that consumers reported the highest support of education-campaigns, 
followed by nudges and thereafter taxing. Furthermore, Hagmann and 
colleagues (2018) compared public acceptance of taxes, labels, and 
nudges as measures to reduce sugar intake, and their results showed that 
support-rates varied with the intrusiveness of the intervention, with 
taxing and reduction of portion sizes receiving the lowest support rates, 
and front-of-package nutrition labeling and public health campaigns 
receiving the highest support rates. In addition, Hagman and colleagues 
(2019) investigated the effect of presenting nudges along with more 
paternalistic policy alternatives like legislation and less paternalistic 
alternatives like no behavioral intervention, and their results somewhat 
surprisingly showed that acceptance of nudging not necessarily 
increased when they were presented as alternatives to more paternalistic 
alternatives like legislation.  

As outlined in the introduction, most studies indicate relatively high 
levels of acceptance of nudging, despite its somewhat manipulative 
nature (Hagman et al., 2015; Jung and Mellers, 2016; Reisch and 
Sunstein, 2016; Reisch et al., 2017; Bauer and Reisch, 2019; Reynolds 
et al., 2019). Acceptance of nudging has been investigated and compared 
across nations, between different types of nudges (e.g. acceptance of 
system 1 vs. system 2 nudges) and in relation to sociodemographic 
factors (Jung and Mellers, 2016; Reisch and Sunstein, 2016; Reisch et 
al., 2017; Loibl et al., 2018). The majority of these studies provides a 
description of a nudge, and thereafter ask “do you approve of this 
nudge?” with alternatives presented as dichotomous “yes”/”no” 
responses. Another approach within this research area is the attempt to 
identify factors that might explain accept-rates across different types of 
nudges (Petrescu et al., 2016; Evers et al., 2018). Several factors have 
been suggested to influence acceptance of public policies, including the 
behavior that the nudge targets, the target group of the nudge, the 
perceived intrusiveness of the nudge, the perceived effectiveness of the 
nudge and the context of application (Diepeveen et al., 2013; Hagman et 
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al., 2015; Petrescu et al., 2016; Sunstein, 2016; Tannenbaum et al., 2017; 
Hagmann et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2018; Loibl et al., 2018; Cadario and 
Chandon, 2019). Yet, it is worth mentioning that the majority of studies 
on acceptance of nudging apply cross-sectional designs, which limits the 
possibility of drawing causal inferences. The attempts to identify factors 
that might explain accept-rates across different types of nudges have 
contributed to an increased understanding of the underlying mechanisms 
of acceptance. For example, a study by Sunstein (2016) indicated that 
consumers prefer system 2 over system 1 nudges, yet later research 
indicates that it is rather the perceived effectiveness of nudges that 
explain the differing accept-rates, and not necessarily the behavioral 
approach (system 1 vs. 2) of the nudge per se.  

 

2.4.1 Perceived effectiveness and acceptance of nudging 
Perceived effectiveness has been identified as a significant and reliable 
predictor of support of public policies within various behavioral 
domains, and perceived effectiveness is also established as an important 
driver of acceptance of nudging (Diepeveen et al., 2013; Cornwell and 
Krantz, 2014; Petrescu et al., 2016; Marteau, 2017; Bang et al., 2018; 
Cadario and Chandon, 2019; Reynolds et al., 2020). Based on this, the 
perceived effectiveness of nudging might be viewed as a catalyst that 
could facilitate support (Reynolds et al., 2018). Still, Bang et al. (2018) 
indicate that the consequences of perceived effectiveness are poorly 
understood, and according to Reynolds et al. (2019), there has been little 
empirical research testing the most effective ways of communicating 
evidence of a policy’s effectiveness. In more practical terms, this implies 
that although perceived effectiveness is established as a reliable predictor 
of acceptance of nudging, policy-makers have limited use of this 
knowledge as they lack information on which factors that influence the 
perceived effectiveness of nudges. In order to address this knowledge 
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gap, it is necessary to take a step back in the causal chain and investigate 
the antecedents of perceived effectiveness of nudging.  

Framing of information has a major impact on how the content is 
perceived (Chong and Druckman, 2007; Briñol and Petty, 2012; Oliver, 
2017). Imagine that you are reading the newspaper and as you slide to 
the next page an article about measures to facilitate healthy behavior 
pops up. Do you read the article? If you do, which factors influence what 
you think of the content? Is it the credibility of the source? The strength 
of the arguments? The target group of the measure? Or maybe the 
intrusive nature of the measure provokes you? Research within 
persuasion and attitudes holds that how information is perceived depends 
on four factors, namely the message, the sender, the receiver and the 
context (Briñol and Petty, 2012). Drawing on this, it is reasonable to 
assume that how information about nudges are communicated may 
influence the perceived effectiveness of the nudge. Exploring how 
different message designs influence the perceived effectiveness of 
nudges can thus contribute to clarify the association between perceived 
effectiveness and acceptance of nudging. It is however important to 
underline that the goal is not to provide policy-makers with information 
on how they can influence or manipulate the public’s perceived 
effectiveness of nudges, but to understand how different message 
designs influence consumer opinions about nudges as measures to 
facilitate healthy food choice. 

To summarize, the net of factors associated with consumer acceptance 
of nudging has evolved to be continuously wider, but not deeper, and 
important questions within this research area still remain unanswered. 
One of the main critiques of nudging is that nudges limits the public’s 
freedom of choice, but as mentioned above, this criticism is largely based 
on the voices of professionals and practitioners, while knowledge on 
consumer opinions about nudging has been more limited. With this in 
mind, an interesting inquiry is to investigate consumer opinions about 
nudges, in order to clarify if the criticism resembles the view of the 
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general public, which has also been identified as a gap in the literature 
by other scholars (Petrescu et al., 2016). As outlined above, perceived 
effectiveness has been identified as a reliable predictor of acceptance of 
nudging, and the validity of this suggested association would be further 
strengthened by additional replication. The antecedents behind this main 
driver of acceptance should also be scrutinized in order to provide a 
deeper theoretical and practical understanding of consumer acceptance 
of nudging.  

The current thesis aims to address the abovementioned research gaps, 
and the overall objective is to increase our understanding of consumer 
acceptance of food-related nudging both by focusing on factors that are 
directly associated with acceptance of nudging and by scrutinizing 
perceived effectiveness as a catalyst that may influence the acceptance 
of food-related nudges. The next section presents my approach to the 
main objective of the current thesis, provides an overview of the three 
research articles that I have conducted, and illustrates how these three 
papers are connected.  
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3 The papers in this thesis 

This thesis investigates consumer opinions about food-related nudging, 
and the overall objective is addressed by means of three research papers. 
The thesis is built in a cumulative structure, meaning that that the 
findings of the first paper gave course to the following two papers. The 
figure below illustrates how the papers in this thesis are connected, and 
the objective, hypotheses and main findings in each of my three research 
papers are summarized in table 1. 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1 The papers in this thesis and how they are connected 
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Table 1 Research agenda and contributions of the three research papers 

 

Paper 1 is entitled “If it works, I like it: Consumer acceptance of food-
related nudging”, and the objective of the paper was two-fold. First, we 
aimed to replicate the previously proposed association between 
perceived effectiveness (PE) and acceptance of nudging in a food-related 
context, and second, we aimed to extend the knowledge of factors 
influencing consumers’ acceptance of nudging by investigating the 
association between perceived limited freedom of choice (PLFC) and 
acceptance of nudging. We established a model and hypothesized that 
perceived effectiveness would be positively associated with acceptance 
of nudging, while perceived limited freedom of choice would be 
negatively associated with acceptance of nudging. The first paper applied 
a cross-sectional design, and the sample comprised a national 
representative selection of 455 Norwegian adults (18+). The association 
between PE, PLFC, and acceptance of nudging were measured for eleven 
different nudges and in line with our proposed hypotheses, PE was 
established as a positive predictor of acceptance for all of the 
investigated nudges, while PLFC served as a reducing factor of 
acceptance for all of the eleven nudges. PE was the strongest predictor 
of acceptance for all investigated nudges. Paper 1 was published online 

Paper  Title Main objective Hypotheses  Design and sample Main findings 
I If it works, I like it. 

Consumer acceptance of 
food-related nudging 

Identify main drivers of 
acceptance of food-
related nudges 

Perceived effectiveness increases the 
acceptance of food-related nudges 
 
Perceived limited freedom of choice 
(PLFC) reduces the acceptance of food-
related nudges 
 

Descriptive 
Cross-sectional 
survey (n=455) 

Perceived effectiveness was 
positively associated with 
acceptance of food-related nudges  
 
PLFC was negatively associated 
with acceptance of food-related 
nudges 

II Investigating young adults’ 
perceived effectiveness of 
textual information about 
food-related nudging 

Identify antecedents of 
perceived effectiveness 
of food-related nudges  

Source credibility has a positive main 
effect on the perceived effectiveness of 
nudging (PEON) 
 
Argument strength has a positive main 
effect on PEON 
 
There is a positive interaction effect of 
source credibility x argument strength on 
PEON 

Explanatory, causal 
2 x 2 between-
subjects factorial 
experiment (n=184) 

There was no significant main 
effect of source credibility on 
PEON 
 
Argument strength had a positive 
main effect on PEON 
 
There was a positive interaction 
effect between argument strength 
and source credibility on PEON.   
 

III Win some, loose some: The 
effect of valence framing, 
target group selection and 
dominant regulatory focus 
on the perceived 
effectiveness of nudging 

Identify antecedents of 
perceived effectiveness 
of food-related nudges 

Information about nudging that focus on 
the health losses that its implementation 
will reduce will be perceived as more 
effective than the same information framed 
in gain terms 
 
A nudge described as being beneficial to 
the reader’s higher-order health goals will 
be perceived as more effective than one 
that assigns the same benefits to the 
general public 
 
The more dominant the promotion oriented 
chronic regulatory focus, the higher PEON 

Explanatory, causal 
2 x 2 between-
subjects factorial 
experiment (n=300) 

Loss-framed messages yielded 
significantly higher PEON than 
gain-framed messages 
 
There was no significant main 
effect of target group selection on 
PEON 
 
Dominant promotion oriented 
regulatory focus yielded 
significantly higher PEON  
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in the Journal of International Food and Agribusiness Marketing, 
September 2019 (Djupegot and Hansen, 2019).  

Paper 2 is entitled “Investigating young adults’ perceived effectiveness 
of textual information about food-related nudging”. The objective of 
paper 2 was to further increase our understanding of consumers’ 
acceptance of food-related nudging by shedding light on the antecedents 
behind the strongest and most reliable predictor of acceptance of 
nudging, namely perceived effectiveness of nudging (PEON). The paper 
explores how source credibility and argument strength influence the 
perceived effectiveness of textual information about food-related 
nudging. More specifically, source credibility and argument strength 
were hypothesized to have a positive main effect on PEON, and 
additionally, we hypothesized a positive interaction effect between 
source credibility and argument strength on PEON. A 2x2 scenario-
based between-subjects factorial experiment with source credibility 
(high vs. low) and argument strength (high vs. low) as factors were 
designed to test the proposed hypotheses. The sample comprised 184 
students, which was randomly assigned across the four experimental 
conditions. Respondents were presented a news-article which comprised 
information about nudging as a measure to facilitate healthy food choices 
and were thereafter asked to evaluate their perceived effectiveness of the 
measures mentioned in the text. Source credibility (high vs. low) and 
argument strength (high vs. low) varied between experimental 
conditions. No significant main effects were found for source credibility, 
but in line with our hypothesis, argument strength had a positive main 
effect on PEON, and finally, there was a positive interaction effect 
between source credibility and argument strength on PEON. Paper 2 was 
published in the British Food Journal, 122 (2), pp. 489-502 (Djupegot, 
2019). 

Paper 3 is entitled “Win some, loose some: The effect of valence 
framing, target group selection and dominant regulatory focus on the 
perceived effectiveness of nudging.” Paper 3 aims to further increase our 
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understanding of the association between perceived effectiveness and 
acceptance of food-related nudging, and the focus of the study was to 
explore how different message designs influence perceived effectiveness 
of food-related nudges. More specifically, we investigated how the 
valence frame and the target group of a message with information about 
nudging influence PEON, and furthermore, we explored the effect of the 
respondent’s dominant regulatory focus on PEON. The aim was 
addressed by a 2x2 scenario-based between-subjects factorial 
experiment with valence frame (gain vs. loss) and target group (me vs. 
the public) as factors. Regulatory focus was measured by an adapted 
version of a previously established scale. Respondents were presented a 
text on the association between health, diet and non-communicable 
diseases, and a selection of nudges were introduced as measures to 
influence food-related choices and promote health. Valence frame (gain 
of health vs. loss of health) and target group selection (me vs. the public) 
varied between experimental conditions. After reading the text, 
respondents were asked to evaluate the perceived effectiveness of the 
nudges mentioned in the text, and data on consumer’s regulatory focus 
was collected to investigate the effect of dominant regulatory focus on 
PEON. In order to ensure criterion validity, paper 3 also included a scale 
measuring acceptance of nudging. The sample of the study comprised 
300 adults, which was randomly allocated across the four experimental 
conditions. Respondents exposed to the loss-framed message reported 
significantly higher PEON as compared to respondents exposed to the 
gain-framed message. No significant association was found between 
target group selection and PEON, but results showed that perceived 
effectiveness increased with dominant promotion oriented regulatory 
focus. The paper is submitted to Food Policy and is currently under 
review. 
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4 Methodological reflections 

The papers in this thesis apply a combination of different research 
methods to address the main objective. The methods applied in each of 
the studies are described in detail in the corresponding papers, and the 
focus of the current chapter is to provide methodological reflections both 
for each of the papers separately and for the three papers seen as a whole.  

 

4.1 Study designs and research approach 
The research approach in the current thesis is quantitative and the main 
logic of inquiry is a deductive approach. Combining different study 
designs allows highlighting the topic under study from different angles. 
Each design has its strengths and limitations, and the combination of 
different methods thus provides a broader perspective when addressing 
the objective of this thesis. As previously mentioned, the majority of 
studies within the area of consumer acceptance of nudging has been of a 
descriptive nature, applying cross-sectional designs to identify factors 
influencing acceptance. Paper 1 aims to investigate the predictive effect 
of perceived effectiveness and perceived limited freedom of choice on 
acceptance of nudging, and in this paper, we apply a cross-sectional 
survey design to explore the proposed associations. Cross-sectional 
designs are beneficial in terms of cost-effectiveness, yet although 
findings in the first study both replicated and extended existing 
knowledge about factors that influence consumer acceptance of nudging, 
the paper also has some methodological limitations. The application of a 
cross-sectional design limits the possibilities of drawing causal 
inferences, as establishing causal relationships requires a number of 
criteria to be met (Polit and Beck, 2014). First, the cause must precede 
the effect in time, second, there must be an association between the cause 
and the effect, and third, alternative explanations of the cause-effect 
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relationship should be ruled out (Polit and Beck, 2014). As the data for 
both predictors and outcomes are collected at the same time in paper 1, 
the first criteria of causal relationships cannot be met. Furthermore, it is 
highly difficult to rule out all possible alternative explanations in 
research within the social sciences. As such, the suggested causal 
relationship in paper 1 must be interpreted with care, though theoretical 
underpinnings and previous literature support the conclusions drawn in 
the paper.  

Paper 2 and 3 aim to further increase our understanding of the theoretical 
and practical underpinnings of acceptance of nudging by shedding light 
on the antecedents behind one of the strongest and most reliable 
predictors of acceptance, namely perceived effectiveness. As indicated 
above, there has been a lack of experimental research within the domain 
of consumer acceptance of nudging, and the application of factorial 
experiments in paper 2 and 3 thus contributes to bridge this knowledge 
gap. Although the application of two factorial experiments in controlled 
settings should be considered as a step up in the evidence hierarchy, 
randomized controlled trials (RCTs) are perceived as the golden standard 
for testing causal relationships (Polit and Beck, 2014). RCTs postulates 
strict rules for testing causal relationships, and in addition to the 
abovementioned criteria, RCTs should also both be double-blinded and 
include control groups (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 2008). 
Although RCTs are perceived as the golden standard, also this design 
has its limitations, and when testing real-world problems, RCTs might 
often come short due to the somewhat artificial nature of the design (Polit 
and Beck, 2014). Furthermore, as both people and behavior are dynamic 
(not static), knowing that you are part of a study might contribute to 
changed behavior, independent if you are part of an intervention- or 
control group. This mechanism is named the Hawthorne effect and might 
preclude the effect of the variables under study (Polit and Beck, 2014). 
When working with real-world problems, factorial experiments are 
therefore often a preferred design, particularly in the social sciences, and 
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compared with RCTs, factorial experiments are also better suited to test 
both main effects and interactions (Frankfort-Nachmias and Nachmias, 
2008), analyses which are highly relevant for the research focus in the 
current thesis.  

Another potential challenge in experimental studies is the issue of 
transferability of the results to the real world, i.e. the external validity of 
the findings. When designing the scenarios of both papers 2 and 3, efforts 
were therefore made to mimic real-world scenarios, and in paper 2, the 
scenarios were designed to look like screenshots from existing online 
news-sources. Furthermore, the text in the scenarios in paper 2 built on 
findings from existing literature, although names, places, and numbers 
were changed both to create a coherent story and pass manipulation 
checks, a process which is further described in chapter 4.3. In paper 3, 
information about dietary advice from the webpage of Health Norway 
was used as a basis for designing the scenarios, yet the valence frame 
and the target group were adapted to fit the context of the study. 
Although substantial efforts were made to mimic real-world scenarios in 
both of my experimental studies, the suggested effects should still be 
interpreted with care when translated into practice and the findings 
would also benefit from replication both within a food-related context 
and transferred to other behavioral domains. 

 

4.2 Ethical considerations 
The use of a cover story in paper 1 and scenario-based experiments in 
paper 2 and 3 causes some ethical considerations as the information 
offered to participants in this type of studies is not always a correct 
description of reality. To address this issue, the experiment in paper 3 
ended with a debrief which informed participants that the text they had 
read was constructed for research purposes only. Although respondents 
for papers 1 and 2 knew that they participated in a research project, these 
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studies did not include such debriefs, and in hindsight, this could 
preferably have been done to avoid potential dissemination of incorrect 
information.  

Furthermore, in paper 2 and 3, presenting the full-text scenarios used in 
the experiments, and not only describing how we designed them, could 
facilitate replication of my findings. However, a number of 
considerations have resulted in a decision to leave out the blueprint copy 
of the scenarios. Most importantly, in paper 2, I distinguish between high 
and low source credibility. The scenarios used in this paper contain the 
names of two existing informational sources that were found to differ 
significantly in credibility as providers of health information through 
manipulation checks. The names of these two sources have no theoretical 
interest, as it is the distinction in source credibility which is under study 
in the respective paper. Furthermore, this distinction in credibility only 
applies for the two sources as providers of health-related information, 
yet, the low credibility label might wrongly be perceived as counting for 
the source as a general information provider, a concern that also made 
me anonymize the low credibility source in the respective paper. Finally, 
all of the original scenarios were presented in Norwegian, and a pure 
translation of the scenarios to English without further validation might 
bring along contextual and semantic changes that are not accounted for, 
which might lead to an imprecise perception of what the scenarios 
conceptually covered. Based on the abovementioned considerations, I 
have decided to leave out the full-text copies of the scenarios, both in the 
papers and in this thesis, and have rather aimed to provide thorough 
descriptions of the scenarios as well as the difference between the 
experimental conditions in each of the papers respectively. 
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4.3 Manipulation checks 
There might be differences between what is perceived to be a credible 
source and a high-quality argument from a scientific perspective and 
from a target group’s perspective (Rucker and Petty, 2006). This 
implication became prominent when designing the experimental 
manipulation of source credibility and argument strength in paper 2. The 
operationalization of source credibility was finalized after the first round 
of manipulation checks, but for argument strength, the operationalization 
was somewhat more challenging. From a scientific perspective, there 
were major differences in the strength of arguments provided already 
from the first round of manipulation checks. Yet, the final 
operationalization of argument strength required several additional 
rounds of pre-tests, with small semantic changes from each round to the 
next before the high vs. low argument strength conditions were perceived 
to be significantly different by the target audience. This underlines the 
importance of running manipulation checks and supports the assumption 
that perceptions of high vs. low source credibility and argument strength 
should be found in the eyes of the target audience and not the researcher. 
In conclusion, it might be considered an important strength of paper 2 
that manipulation checks were performed in a sample representative of 
the target audience before the final experiment was launched. Paper 3 
did not include any manipulation checks due to the nature of the 
investigated factors. The factors in this particular paper were valence 
frame (gain vs. loss) and target group (me vs. the public), and as both 
gain vs. loss and me vs. the public are different by definition, 
manipulation checks were not required.  

 

4.4 Development and application of scales 
It is a common perception within the social sciences that the use of 
single-item measures might challenge reliability and validity, especially 
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when measuring latent constructs (Gliem and Gliem, 2003). Both 
acceptance, perceived effectiveness and perceived limited freedom of 
choice might be defined as latent constructs, and according to Gliem and 
Gliem (2003), these constructs should thus preferably be measured by a 
combination of several items. However, in a study published in the 
Journal of Marketing Research, Bergkvist and Rossiter (2007) 
investigated the predictive validity of multiple-item vs. single-item 
measures for a number of constructs, and the authors found no significant 
differences in the predictive validity of multi-item versus single-item 
measures. When starting the work on paper 1, the standard for 
operationalizing acceptance of nudging was to measure acceptance by 
dichotomous yes/no-questions (Reisch and Sunstein, 2016; Sunstein, 
2016). The inclusion of a categorized seven-point Likert scale to measure 
acceptance in paper 1 might thus be seen as a development in this regard. 
However, in hindsight, paper 1 could also have included additional items 
per construct, as this would allow for reliability tests to be conducted. 

Paper 2 and 3 further address the issue of reliability and validity of 
measures by including several items to measure both perceived 
effectiveness and acceptance of food-related nudges, and the final scales 
showed high reliability in both papers. Seen under one, the papers in the 
current thesis have contributed to pushing the measurement-standards 
within consumer acceptance of nudging further by suggesting additional 
items and new scales. However, the applied scales would benefit from 
further validation by means of cross-country- and cross-contexts 
comparisons. Finally, the lack of including a measure of acceptance of 
nudging in paper 2 might be considered a weakness since criterion 
validity for the proposed association between perceived effectiveness 
and acceptance of nudging could not be tested in this paper. However, 
both previous literature (Petrescu et al., 2016; Reynolds et al., 2019), and 
the findings in paper 1 and 3 lends support to the suggestion that 
perceived effectiveness of nudging influences acceptance. Nevertheless, 
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a measure of acceptance should preferably also have been included in 
paper 2, in order to ensure criterion validity.  

 

4.5 Data sets and sampling methods 
In total, this thesis comprises three individual sets of data, which 
combined includes a total of 939 responses that each contribute to 
increase our understanding of consumer acceptance of food-related 
nudging and the theoretical and practical underpinnings of this concept.  

 

Table 2 Data sets and sampling methods 

 

Table 2 summarizes the characteristics of the samples and the sampling 
methods across the three research papers. In addition to the samples 
presented above, several manipulation checks have been performed in 
order to ensure reliable operationalization of the factors in the 
experiments, and the total number of collected responses for the papers 
in the current thesis is therefore somewhat higher. Sample size is a 
heavily debated topic within behavioral research (Knofczynski and 
Mundfrom, 2008), but a commonly applied rule of thumb is that each 
cell in factorial experiments should include a minimum of 30 

Paper Sample size 
(total n=939) 

Characteristics of sample Sampling method 

I 455 Student sample combined with national 
representative selection of Norwegians 
Mean age 39.4 years (range 18-79 years) 
Females 52% 
 

Two-step process 
1) Pen and paper 
2) Digitally, via online 
marketing firm  
 

II 184 Student sample recruited at Norwegian university  
Mean age 23.8 years (range 19-53 years) 
Females 51% 
 

Pen and paper 
 

III 300 National representative selection of Norwegians 
Mean age 48.8 (range 18-91 years) 
Females 51% 
 

Digitally, via online 
marketing firm 
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respondents. Although all cells in the two experimental studies in the 
current thesis include above 30 respondents, the sample size particularly 
in paper 2, could preferably have been somewhat larger. The sample in 
paper 2 can also be criticized for only including student responses, but 
on the other hand, it is also relevant to ask if there are reasons to believe 
that student responses should differ from the rest of the population within 
this particular research area. As shown in table 2, the sample in paper 1 
was recruited over a two-step process, where the first step included 
student responses only, and the second step included a national 
representative selection of Norwegians (18+). Comparisons of the 
responses between student- and nonstudent responses indicated no 
systematic differences, and the data in the two samples of paper 1 was 
therefore combined in the analyses. The comparisons of the responses 
between the two samples in paper 1 also holds important implications for 
the evaluation of the sample in paper 2, and the comparison of the results 
in the two samples in paper 1 supports the transferability of the findings 
in paper 2 to other population groups. This proposition should however 
be further addressed in future studies. 
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5 Results 

Overall, the three papers in this thesis contribute to increase our 
understanding both of factors that are directly associated with consumer 
acceptance of food-related nudging, and of the underlying mechanisms 
explaining the perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging. The 
results are assessed in detail in the corresponding papers, and below I 
offer a summary of the findings, accompanied by a modified version of 
figure 1, which illustrates the overall investigations that have been 
conducted to address the main objective of this thesis. The modified 
version of figure 1 provides a somehow simplified visual overview of 
the results of the hypothesized associations across the three research 
papers, where solid lines illustrate significant associations and stippled 
lines illustrate non-significant associations. Additional findings on 
control-variables are only commented on in the text. 

 

 

Figure 2 Overall findings across the three research papers 
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As illustrated in figure 2, perceived effectiveness and perceived limited 
freedom of choice were identified as significant predictors of acceptance 
of food-related nudging, and more specifically, perceived effectiveness 
served as a positive predictor, while perceived limited freedom of choice 
served as a reducing factor for all of the eleven investigated nudges. 
Furthermore, argument strength (high vs. low), valence frame (gain vs. 
loss) and dominant regulatory focus (promotion vs. prevention) were 
significantly associated with perceived effectiveness of food-related 
nudges. High argument strength, loss-framed messages, and promotion 
oriented regulatory focus were positively associated with perceived 
effectiveness of nudging. In addition, there was a positive interaction 
effect between argument strength and source credibility on the perceived 
effectiveness of nudging. No significant effect was found for source 
credibility (high vs. low) or target group selection (me vs. the public).  

In addition to the hypothesized associations, gender was included as a 
control variable in paper 1 and 3. In paper 1, women reported 
consistently higher support of all nudges as compared to men, though the 
difference was only significant for certain nudges. The analyses in paper 
3 revealed a main effect of gender on perceived effectiveness of food-
related nudges, where the perceived effectiveness was significantly 
higher among women as compared to men. Finally, self-assessed 
knowledge of diet and health and the importance of food in life were 
included as covariates in the proposed model of paper 2, but no 
significant findings were identified.  
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6 Discussion 

This chapter opens with an overall discussion of the findings of this 
thesis. The findings are discussed in light of existing literature in the 
corresponding papers, and to avoid a too detailed iteration of the 
discussion in my papers, the chapter below rather seeks to summarize the 
overall findings across the three papers and to provide implications for 
policy-makers. Thereafter follows a discussion of the contributions of 
the current thesis, and the discussion-chapter closes by suggesting some 
fruitful paths for future research within the area of consumer acceptance 
of nudging. 

 

6.1 Findings and implications for policy-makers  
The main objective of this thesis was to increase our understanding of 
consumer acceptance of food-related nudging. The objective was 
approached by a two-fold perspective which aimed to 1) identify main 
drivers of acceptance of food-related nudging, and 2) to shed light on the 
antecedents behind one of the main drivers of acceptance of food-related 
nudging, namely perceived effectiveness of nudging. The first paper was 
dedicated to identifying factors that are directly associated with 
acceptance of food-related nudging, and the objective was approached 
by examining the predictive effect of perceived effectiveness and 
perceived limited freedom of choice on acceptance of eleven different 
food-related nudges. In line with findings in previous literature 
(Diepeveen et al., 2013; Cornwell and Krantz, 2014; Petrescu et al., 
2016; Marteau, 2017; Bang et al., 2018; Cadario and Chandon, 2019), 
the positive association between perceived effectiveness and acceptance 
of nudging was replicated in a food-related context, and furthermore, 
perceived limited freedom of choice was identified as a negative 
predictor of acceptance, thus contributing to close a previously identified 
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gap in the literature (Petrescu et al., 2016). Also, previous research 
suggested a tendency for consumers to prefer system 2 over system 1 
nudges (Sunstein, 2016), but this finding was not supported in paper 1. 
This finding might be an indication that it is the perceived effectiveness 
and intrusiveness of the nudge and not the psychological underpinnings 
that explain consumer opinions about nudging.  

Although the strong association between perceived effectiveness and 
acceptance of nudging were replicated in the current thesis, the first take-
home message for policy-makers is that the goal never should be to 
influence the publics' perceived effectiveness of nudges in order to get 
them to accept them. Testing the actual effectiveness of nudges should 
always take place before considerations on acceptance becomes 
prominent, an issue which is further discussed in chapter 6.3. Also, 
findings in paper 1 indicate that perceived limited freedom of choice 
reduces acceptance of nudging, which is important to consider when 
considering implementing nudges that are intrusive by nature. Moreover, 
nudging brings a new measure to the marketplace which fills a gap in the 
policy-makers toolbox within certain behavioral domains (like the food-
related one). Still, this does not imply that all public behaviors would 
benefit from being nudged, and as outlined in chapter 2.1, there are 
several behavioral domains were traditional policies should be the 
preferred option. Thus, balancing insights from behavioral public policy 
with traditional policy tools would probably be the preferred approach 
for policy-makers which aim for happy citizens and successful policy 
implementation. Also, as outlined above, most people agree on the 
benefits of having a healthy diet, and policy-makers should be aware that 
it might be more challenging to facilitate public support of nudges within 
more controversial behavioral domains, like the reduction of CO2-
emissions or increasing the number of organ donors. 

Knowing that perceived effectiveness is an important driver of 
acceptance of nudging, has limited value if we lack knowledge about 
how information about effectiveness should be most successfully 
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communicated. Findings both in previous literature and in paper 1 
indicated a need to expand the causal chain backward and explore the 
antecedents of perceived effectiveness of nudging. Papers 2 and 3 aimed 
to bridge this knowledge gap, by focusing on how different message 
designs influence the perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging. 
Overall, my thesis has identified how a number of aspects related to 1) 
the message, 2) the sender of the message and 3) the receiver of the 
message respectively, influence perceived effectiveness of food-related 
nudging.  

In total, the research papers in this thesis investigated how three aspects 
related to the message, namely argument strength (high vs. low), valence 
frame (gain vs. loss) and target group selection (me vs. the public) 
respectively, influenced the perceived effectiveness of food-related 
nudging. The results showed that both argument strength and valence 
frame had significant main effects on the perceived effectiveness of 
nudging, with messages with high argument strength and loss-framed 
valence being perceived as most effective. No significant effect was 
found for target group selection. Based on these findings, policy-makers 
should make sure that the arguments offered for the expected effects of 
nudging are of high strength, and potential effects should also focus on 
the health losses that implementation of nudges can prevent, while the 
choice of target group is of minimal importance. However, it is important 
to underline that the effect of argument strength, valence frame, and 
target group selection on the perceived effectiveness of nudging has not 
been tested in the same study, and policy-makers should be aware that 
possible interaction effects between these variables might occur. 
Furthermore, policy-makers need to pre-test the strength of arguments 
by the target audience due to the previously proposed distinction between 
what is perceived to be a high-quality argument from a scientific versus 
a target group’s perspective (Rucker and Petty, 2006).  

Source credibility (high vs. low) was the only factor that was investigated 
within the overarching category of aspects related to the sender of the 
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message. Although manipulation checks demonstrated significant 
differences between the perceived credibility of the two investigated 
sources, no significant difference was found between high and low 
source credibility on the perceived effectiveness of nudging. Yet, there 
was a significant positive interaction effect between source credibility 
and argument strength which demonstrates that if policy-makers lack 
high-quality arguments about expected effects of nudging, the perceived 
effectiveness might be enhanced if the information is communicated by 
a high credibility source. On the other hand, if arguments about expected 
effects are of high quality, source credibility is of limited importance. 
Also, it is important to note that both of the investigated sources in the 
current thesis can objectively be perceived to be of relatively high 
credibility, and based on findings in previous literature (Pornpitakpan, 
2004), it is reasonable to assume that significant main effects for source 
credibility could have been found by applying stronger manipulations.  

Finally, this thesis explored how four different aspects related to the 
receiver, namely gender, dominant regulatory focus (prevent vs. 
promote), self-assessed knowledge of diet and health and importance of 
food in life, respectively, influenced the perceived effectiveness of food-
related nudging. Overall, no significant effects were found for self-
assessed knowledge of diet and health or the importance of food in life, 
while significant results were found for both dominant regulatory focus 
and gender. Perceived effectiveness of nudges increased with dominant 
promotion oriented regulatory focus. Previous studies have investigated 
how a selection of personality characteristics influence attitudes towards 
nudging (Hagman et al., 2015; Jung and Mellers, 2016), but to the best 
of my knowledge, no previous studies have focused on the effect of 
regulatory focus on perceived effectiveness of nudging. The findings on 
regulatory focus thus contribute to increase our understanding of the 
antecedents of perceived effectiveness of nudging, and for policy-
makers, the findings imply that acceptance of nudging might be easier to 
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achieve among promotion-oriented consumers, while stronger resistance 
should be expected for prevention-oriented consumers.    

Previous research has reported somewhat inconsistent associations 
between gender and acceptance of nudging, with some studies reporting 
higher support of nudging among women (Diepeveen et al., 2013; Reisch 
et al., 2017; Hagmann et al., 2018), and other studies reporting no gender 
differences in acceptance of nudging (Petrescu et al., 2016). In the 
current thesis, both acceptance- and perceived effectiveness of nudging 
were shown to be higher among women than men. Although the effect 
of gender on both perceived effectiveness- and acceptance of nudging 
should be further scrutinized in future research, the current thesis has 
contributed to clarifying the association between gender, PE and 
acceptance of food-related nudging and the findings indicates that 
policy-makers should be aware that men might be more inclined to reject 
food-related nudges as compared to women. 

 

6.2 Contributions 
This thesis contributes to increase both theoretical, empirical and 
methodological knowledge within the research area of consumer 
acceptance of food-related nudging. When considering the 
trustworthiness, contribution, and quality of the research findings, 
methodological strengths and weaknesses should always be considered, 
and as a reminder to the reader, methodological reflections are offered in 
chapter 4. The current chapter seeks to summarize the overall 
contributions of this thesis. Firstly, this thesis strengthens and extends 
our understanding of factors that are directly associated with acceptance 
of food-related nudging. Previous research indicates perceived 
effectiveness to be a strong and reliable predictor of acceptance of 
different types of public policy, and this finding is replicated in the 
context of food-related nudging in the current thesis. Furthermore, the 
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investigation of the association between perceived limited freedom of 
choice and acceptance of nudging constitutes a theoretical development 
in our understanding factors directly associated with acceptance of 
nudging and closes a gap in the literature on this association. 
Furthermore, to the best of my knowledge, no previous studies have 
investigated acceptance of nudges in a Norwegian population, and the 
current thesis thus cross-country validates the previously established 
association between perceived effectiveness and acceptance of nudging 
in a Norwegian context. 

Secondly, this thesis offers a novel perspective to understand consumer 
acceptance of food-related nudging by expanding the causal chain 
backward and shedding light on the underlying mechanisms of the 
perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging. Previous studies have 
identified a number of factors associated with acceptance of nudging, yet 
there has been limited understanding of the underlying mechanisms of 
these factors. This means that although perceived effectiveness has been 
established as the strongest and most reliable predictor of acceptance of 
nudging, knowledge about the most effective way to communicate 
evidence of effectiveness has been limited (Reynolds et al., 2019). This 
thesis addresses this knowledge gap and contributes not only to increase 
our theoretical understanding of factors that directly influence 
acceptance of nudging but also by focusing on how different message 
designs influence consumers’ perceived effectiveness of food-related 
nudging. Overall, the findings of this thesis provide guidance to policy-
makers on how different aspects of nudge-related information influence 
consumer opinions about food-related nudging, but the findings would 
benefit from replication in future studies.  

When starting the work on this thesis, the body of knowledge within the 
area of consumer acceptance of nudging indicated a lack of experimental 
research. This thesis includes two experimental studies, which explore 
the causal relationship between a number of factors and the perceived 
effectiveness of nudging. Although the findings should be interpreted 
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with care until replicated, the inclusion of two experimental studies 
contributes to moving the knowledge about consumer acceptance of 
nudging one step up in the evidence hierarchy. Finally, the current thesis 
also provides increased methodological knowledge to the area of 
consumer acceptance of nudging by providing new and reliable scales to 
measure both acceptance and perceived effectiveness of nudging in a 
food-related context.  

 

6.3 Future directions 
An important strength of the current thesis is the triangulation of 
methods, data sources and use of theories, which enabled me to approach 
the overall objective from several angles. Still, several research gaps 
remain, and the current chapter points at some fruitful paths for future 
research within this area. The current thesis expands the theoretical and 
practical understanding of consumer acceptance of food-related nudging 
by exploring factors that are directly associated with acceptance, and by 
investigating the underlying mechanisms of the strongest and most 
reliable predictors of acceptance, namely perceived effectiveness of 
nudging. Yet, perceived limited freedom of choice was also identified as 
an important predictor of acceptance in the current thesis, but knowledge 
of the underlying mechanisms of this predictor remains unexplored. 
Investigating how the perception of limited freedom of choice associated 
with the implementation of nudging might be prevented could thus be a 
fruitful avenue for future research.  

This thesis has contributed to increase the knowledge of the factors that 
influence consumer acceptance- and perceived effectiveness of food-
related nudging. Still, as outlined above, previous research indicates that 
the actual effectiveness of nudging seems to be highly context-dependent 
(Arno and Thomas, 2016; Sunstein, 2017; Holmes, 2018). Although 
nudging as a policy tool has the seemingly perfect design to tackle 
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challenges within several behavioral domains, this is not necessarily 
synonymous with all nudges being effective. Within the practical 
implementation of behavioral public policy, it is again important to 
underline that examination of the actual effect of nudges always needs 
to be pre-tested before focusing on consumer opinions about the nudge 
becomes relevant. Based on this, future studies should scrutinize the 
effect of different nudges as measures to influence food-related behavior 
in order to identify which nudges that are most effective in creating 
behavioral change.  

Although I have investigated how a number of message designs 
influence the perceived effectiveness of food-related nudges, 
investigation of all factors has not been done within the same study. An 
interesting inquiry would thus be to explore the effect of all the proposed 
associations within the same study, and furthermore, application of 
structural equation models to test the association between all variables 
examined in this thesis would be an interesting exercise to test the overall 
quality of my findings. Finally, this thesis has focused on acceptance of 
nudging within the context of food-related behavior in Norwegian 
samples and attempts to replicate the findings in other contexts and 
populations would contribute to further validate the results. 
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7 Concluding remarks 

The main objective of this thesis was to increase our understanding of 
consumer acceptance of food-related nudging, and the objective was 
approached by a two-fold perspective. First, this thesis aimed to 
investigate the main drivers of acceptance of food-related nudging. The 
findings showed that acceptance of food-related nudging is influenced 
by 1) the perceived effectiveness of the nudge and 2) the perceived 
limited freedom of choice associated with the nudge, with perceived 
effectiveness being the main driver of acceptance. Second, this thesis 
aimed to shed light on the underlying mechanisms of the strongest and 
most reliable predictor of acceptance of nudging, namely the perceived 
effectiveness of nudging. The findings demonstrated that a number of 
aspects related to 1) the sender, 2) the message and 3) the receiver 
influenced the perceived effectiveness of nudging. Conclusively, this 
thesis provides an increased understanding of consumer acceptance of 
food-related nudging. The results lend additional support to the pivotal 
role of consumers’ perceived effectiveness of nudging in relation to 
acceptance and digs deeper into the theoretical and practical 
underpinnings of consumer acceptance of food-related nudging.  
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Investigating young adults’
perceived effectiveness of
textual information about

food-related nudging
Ingrid Laukeland Djupegot
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University of Stavanger, Stavanger, Norway

Abstract
Purpose – Perceived effectiveness of nudging has been established as one of the most reliable predictors of 
acceptance of nudging. The purpose of this paper is to investigate how source credibility and argument 
strength influence the perceived effectiveness of textual information about food-related nudging in order to 
provide a better understanding of how acceptance of nudging may be facilitated.
Design/methodology/approach – A 2  × 2 scenario-based between-subjects factorial experiment with 
source credibility (high vs low) and argument strength (high vs low) as factors was applied. Data on 
respondents’ level of involvement in food-related behaviour were also collected.
Findings – Argument strength had a positive main effect on the perceived effectiveness of nudging, and 
there was a significant positive interaction effect of source credibility × argument strength on the perceived 
effectiveness of nudging.
Practical implications – The findings of this paper provide policy makers and other decision makers with 
a better understanding of how information about nudging should be communicated to consumers in order to 
facilitate acceptance.
Originality/value – This paper is one of the first to investigate how information about nudging should be 
communicated to consumers in order for nudging to be perceived as an effective and thus acceptable measure 
to influence food-related behaviour.
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Introduction
Nudging has emerged as an innovative behavioural tool to influence consumer choice in
areas varying from pension- and energy saving, to organ donation and food choice (Thaler
and Sunstein, 2008; Hollands et al., 2017). Nudging was introduced as a term by Thaler and 
Sunstein in their book “Nudge” (2008), and is defined as “any aspect of the choice
architecture that alters people’s behaviour in a predictable way without forbidding any 
options or significantly changing their economic incentives” (Thaler and Sunstein, 2008,
p. 6). Somewhat simplified, nudges are initiatives that guide people’s behaviour in a
particular direction without removing or forbidding the alternatives (Sunstein, 2018). The
theoretical base of nudging has been covered in previous literature (see e.g. Thaler and
Sunstein, 2008; Marteau et al., 2011; Marchiori et al., 2017), but in short nudging builds on
principles from behavioural economy, social- and cognitive psychology (Marteau et al., 2011;
Marchiori et al., 2017), and the psychological underpinnings of nudging is largely based on
theories of dual-process reasoning (Kahneman, 2011; Marchiori et al., 2017). Nudging has
become a particularly popular measure within food-related behaviour (Hollands et al., 2017;
Bauer and Reisch, 2019), and nudges to influence food choice typically include interventions
that alter availability, position, presentation, size or information, either of the food products
itself, of objects related to the food products, or in the wider environment where the food
products are presented (Hollands et al., 2017). Alteration of product placement, e.g., by



making products more or less visible, reducing plate sizes to reduce portion sizes and
labelling food products with keyholes or traffic lights signalling nutritional quality are
typical examples of nudges that have been applied to influence food-related behaviour
(Bauer and Reisch, 2019).

The Nuffield Council on Bioethics (2007) has provided a report on ethical issues in public
health, where they introduce an intervention ladder for categorising interventions in health
policy based on potential benefits and level of intrusiveness. The ladder ranges from doing
nothing (least intrusive) to eliminating choice (most intrusive), and nudging falls midway on
this ladder. Despite this, nudging has been criticised for undermining consumer autonomy,
and the establishment of governmentally funded nudge-units in several countries has given
heat to a debate on the ethical aspect of nudging, where governments have been criticised
for being paternalistic nanny-states that interfere with people’s freedom to choose
(Blumenthal-Barby and Burroughs, 2012; Schmidt, 2017; Sugden, 2017). This critique has
fostered a line of research investigating consumers acceptance of nudging (Hagman et al.,
2015; Jung and Mellers, 2016; Petrescu et al., 2016; Reisch and Sunstein, 2016; Sunstein, 2016;
Reisch et al., 2017; Hagmann et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2018; Loibl et al., 2018; Cadario and
Chandon, 2019; Djupegot and Hansen, 2019), and the findings indicate that acceptance
depends on a number of factors, including consumers nationality, the target behaviour
(what is nudged), the type of nudge (e.g. changing the default option vs altering placement of
candy and fruit), the perceived intrusiveness of the nudge, the target group (who is nudged)
and the context of application (e.g. in a public cafeteria vs in a food store). In example, Reisch
et al. (2017) studied the support of nine health-related nudges in six European countries,
where overall findings indicate relatively high levels of support. Yet, a more detailed look at
the results shows substantial differences in acceptance dependent on respondent’s
nationality and type of nudge, as support for nudges to reduce childhood obesity are above
80 per cent in all countries, while nudges that discouraged individuals from smoking and
overeating vary in support from 35 to 77 per cent. Several studies have tried to reveal
underlying factors that explain acceptance of different types of nudging, and perceived
effectiveness has been established as one of the most reliable predictors of acceptance
(Diepeveen et al., 2013; Petrescu et al., 2016; Marteau, 2017; Bang et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2018;
Cadario and Chandon, 2019; Djupegot and Hansen, 2019). Based on the established
association between perceived effectiveness and acceptance of nudging, it is reasonable to
assume that information about effectiveness may be used to facilitate acceptance. Yet, there
is limited knowledge about how the perceived effectiveness of nudging may be enhanced
(Djupegot and Hansen, 2019), and increased knowledge about factors that influence
consumers’ perceived effectiveness of nudging may guide policy makers on how
information about nudging should be communicated to consumers. On this basis, the
objective of the current study is to investigate factors that influence the perceived
effectiveness of food-related nudging. The objective as well as more detailed hypothesis are
further outlined in the subsequent sections.

Theoretical background
Creating persuasive messages
Persuading a consumer about a product or message’s effectiveness might determine the
success or failure of implementing a new product or policy, and how information is
communicated has a large impact on how it is perceived by the recipients (Rucker and Petty,
2006). Sometimes, strong arguments are needed to persuade consumers about effectiveness,
yet other times it might be enough that the information is communicated by a credible
source or in a credible context. Substantial efforts have been invested to examine how the
risks associated with unhealthful behaviours should be effectively communicated (Schmidt
et al., 2016), and much of the knowledge within this topic builds on principles from attitudes



and persuasion research (Rucker and Petty, 2006). The perceived effectiveness of nudging is
a perception-based outcome, and research on persuasion and attitudes is therefore also
highly relevant to identify how this may be influenced. Research on attitudes and
persuasion has developed alongside the field of social psychology since the early 1950s
(Briñol and Petty, 2012), and persuasion research has identified a range of different factors
that might influence the process of persuasion. Although there are many different
persuasion theories, most research investigating the process of persuasion evolve around
four core factors, namely the source (e.g. source credibility), the message (e.g. argument
strength), the recipient (e.g. personal factors like need for cognition and emotional state
when information is received) and the context (e.g. in a newspaper vs a scientific journal or
health information delivered in an educational health programme vs on a leaflet in the
mail-box) (Pornpitakpan, 2004; Briñol and Petty, 2012). As findings from the current paper
can be used to inform policy makers and other decision makers on how to best communicate
information about the effectiveness of nudging in order for such measures to be publicly
accepted, there is a need to focus on the factors that can be controlled by the initiators. The
focus of the current study is therefore to investigate how the source and the message
influence the perceived effectiveness of food-related nudging.

The source and the message in persuasive communication
The persuasive effect of the source of information is often associated with the perceived
credibility of the source, and furthermore, credibility may be influenced by the source’s
perceived expertise and trustworthiness (Pornpitakpan, 2004; Schmidt et al., 2016). Source
credibility is one of the most researched variables within persuasive communication, and in
a review of the past five decades of research on source credibility, Pornpitakpan (2004)
concludes that a high credibility source is perceived to be more persuasive than a low
credibility source. Consumer’s perception of who or what is perceived to be a credible source
of information may however differ both between individuals and also across the lifespan
(Kruglanski, 2012). To use what is objectively perceived to be a high credibility source from
a researcher’s perspective might therefore have the opposite effect of the intended (Petty and
Briñol, 2012; Pechmann and Catlin, 2016). Thus, although it is reasonable to assume that a
health claim will be perceived to be less credible if you read it on a commercial fitness blog
vs on the website of your local health authorities, and that nudging will be perceived to be
more effective when information about the effect is presented by a researcher as compared
to a lay person, the somewhat unambiguous findings on the effect of source credibility
underline a need to pre-test the perceptions of source credibility with the target audience in
order to avoid unintended effects (Pornpitakpan, 2004).

The persuasive effect of a message is often associated with the perceived quality of the
arguments (Petty and Briñol, 2012). Perceived quality of arguments may be influenced by a
number of factors, including ease of understanding, complexity and familiarity, and strong
arguments should be designed to facilitate thoughts in favour of the presented information
(Petty and Briñol, 2012). Also for argument strength, there might be differences between
what is perceived to be a strong argument from a scientific perspective, and what is
perceived to be a strong argument from a consumer’s perspective (Rucker and Petty, 2006).
Providing quantitative information about the effect of a measure often contributes to higher
perceived argument quality, and detailed information and arguments may be perceived to
be of higher quality than less detailed information (Chaiken and Ledgerwood, 2012). Still,
when considering information for a short period, consumers may have problems
transforming detailed and numerical information into an understandable and relevant size,
and furthermore, because biased thinking often occurs when people evaluate probability
and risk, the framing of information might influence how the content is perceived
(Kahneman, 2011; Oppenheimer and Kelso, 2015). This implies that providing the



information that a given measure has the potential to reduce overweight in the society with
5 per cent might be perceived differently than if these 5 per cent are translated into the
number of people they correspond to in a given population (e.g. 250,000 fewer people with
overweight). When information about effectiveness of nudging is provided, it may therefore
not be sufficient to provide high-quality arguments about effectiveness if the information is
not adapted to fit the target audience.

Following the proposed effects of source credibility and argument strength in the
preceding paragraphs, it is reasonable to assume that a message that combines strong
arguments with a credible source will contribute to increase the persuasive effect of a message
significantly more than including either strong arguments or using a credible source
separately. However, information may be perceived differently depending on the format of the
message and the mode of delivery (Decrop, 2007). This implies that information from a
credible source may be perceived differently if the message is presented in a textual format in
a newspaper that only refers to material from the source vs in aural format via radio or in a
podcast where you can hear the voice of the person that presents the information. When
investigating how the source and the message influence the perceived effectiveness of
nudging, the format of messaging and the mode of delivery therefore have to be considered as
this may influence how the content is perceived. As previously mentioned, studies have found
that a seemingly simple variable, such as source credibility, does not necessarily have a
straightforward effect on persuasion, and in some studies, this is explained by consumers’
level of involvement in the outcome (Petty and Briñol, 2012). Level of involvement may depend
on a number of factors, including consumers’ interest, motivation, knowledge and ability.
When aiming to identify factors that influence the perceived effectiveness of food-related
nudging, this implies that consumers’ interest and motivation to follow the intended outcome
of a nudge, as well as their knowledge and ability to achieve this outcome, may influence how
information about nudges to promote healthy eating is perceived. A consumer with low
interest in healthy eating may have low motivation and/or ability to consider the accuracy of
information about the effectiveness of food-related nudges. A coping strategy may therefore
be to focus on the parts of the information that one feels qualified to evaluate, like the
credibility of the source that presents the information (Rucker and Petty, 2006; Petty and
Briñol, 2012). A consumer with a high interest in healthy eating, on the other hand, may
instead focus on the content when presented information about the effectiveness of
food-related nudges (Petty and Briñol, 2012), and arguments about effectiveness as well the
credibility of the source are therefore potentially critically evaluated. High quality of
arguments in combination with high source credibility may therefore be necessary in order to
be accepted as a valid proof of effectiveness.

Young adults are an important group for non-communicable disease prevention, and
increasing knowledge about the perceived effectiveness of nudging in this consumer
segment may guide policy makers and other decision makers on how information about
nudging should be communicated in the future. In most countries, public health information
is still mainly delivered in textual format, either on paper or online, and investigating how
source credibility and argument strength influence the perceived effectiveness of textual
information about food-related nudging is therefore the focus of the current paper. The
following hypotheses are proposed:

H1. Source credibility has a positive main effect on the perceived effectiveness of textual
information about food-related nudging.

H2. Argument strength has a positive main effect on the perceived effectiveness of
textual information about food-related nudging.

H3. There is a positive interaction effect of source credibility and argument strength on
the perceived effectiveness of textual information about food-related nudging.



Methods
Design and procedure
To address the hypotheses proposed in the current study, a 2 × 2 scenario-based
between-subjects factorial experiment with source credibility (high vs low) and argument
strength (high vs low) as factors was applied. The experiment was designed in the format of
an online news-article, and was presented on an A4 sized page across all of the four
experimental conditions. The article opened with a recent statistic indicating that
overweight and obesity is an increasing problem in Norway, followed by objectively
presented information about the increased focus on external factors as a promising
approach to facilitate healthy food choice. More visible placement and labelling of healthy
food products in food stores and supermarkets, and a reduction of plate sizes in public
cafeterias, hotels and schools subsidised by the government were mentioned as examples of
possible measures to facilitate healthy food choice. Nudging was not explicitly used as a
term in the text, and source of the article and argument strength was the only information
that differed between experimental conditions. Source credibility (high vs low) was
operationalised by manipulating the source of the news-article. The web-page of The
Norwegian Public Health Institute (FHI) was used in the high source credibility condition,
while the web-page of one of the most popular online newspapers in Norway was used in the
low source credibility condition. Argument strength (high vs low) was operationalised by
manipulating the content of the news-article. The high argument strength condition
included quantitative information about the expected effects of implementing the
abovementioned initiatives, and this version also referred to high-quality research
findings as a basis for implementing this type of measures. The low argument strength
condition presented the same measures as a means to facilitate healthy food choices, but this
version had limited information about expected effects and no mention of research.

Both factors were subject to manipulation checks before conducting the final
experiment. Source credibility (high vs low) was pre-tested in a sample of 41 respondents.
The sample was split into two groups, where half of the respondents were asked to
evaluate the credibility of FHI as a provider of information about health and diet, and the
other half were asked to evaluate the credibility of the newspaper as a provider of
information about health and diet. Respondents rated their agreement with the statement
“I think (source) is a credible source to information about health and diet […]” on a seven-
point Likert scale anchored “Totally disagree” and “Totally agree”. Argument strength
(high vs low) was pre-tested in a sample of 66 respondents. The source of the article was
removed, and the sample was split into two groups (high vs low argument strength).
Respondents were asked to read a text and thereafter to evaluate the strength of the
arguments presented for the effect of the measures mentioned in the text. Respondents
rated strength of the arguments by the statement “The arguments for implementing this
type of measures are […].” on a seven-point Likert scale, anchored “weak” and “strong”.
Results of the manipulation checks are presented in Table I.

The perceived effectiveness of textual information about nudging was measured by a
five-item scale. Development of items built on previous literature investigating perceived
effectiveness as a predictor of acceptance of public policy and nudging (Cornwell and
Krantz, 2014; Pechey et al., 2014; Petrescu et al., 2016) and was adapted to fit the objective of

Source credibility Argument strength
Condition High (n¼ 23) Low (n¼ 18) High (n¼ 29) Low (n¼ 37)

Mean (SD) 5.2 (1.5) 2.7 (1.4) 5.2 (1.2) 4.0 (1.7)
t (39) ¼ −5.4, po0.001 t (64) ¼ −3.3, p ¼ 0.002

Table I. Manipulation checks performed by individual sample t-tests



the current study. The scale captured different aspects of the perceived effectiveness of the
nudges mentioned in the news-article. Some of the questions asked directly how
respondents perceived the effectiveness of the measures mentioned in the text, while others
asked about the perceived effectiveness of such measures as a tool to influence respondent’s
own diet, respondent’s friends diet and the public’s diet overall. All items were measured on
a seven-point Likert type scale anchored “Totally disagree” and “Totally agree”, and an
overview of the items are provided in Table II.

Although not specified in the hypotheses, theoretical assumptions outlined in the
previous sections indicated a need to control for consumer’s level of involvement. As
the concept of involvement in the current study might both be related to consumer’s
knowledge, ability, interest and motivation in food-related behaviour, a scale capturing
different aspects of consumer’s involvement was included and counted eight items. Three of
these items measured respondent’s self-assessed knowledge of diet and health. These items
were largely inspired by Park et al. (1994) “Self-assessed knowledge scale”, although items
were adapted to fit the research context of the current study. Five items measured
respondent’s interest and motivation in food and food-related behaviour. These items were
adapted from “The importance of food in life-scale”, which is a subscale of “The food
attitudes survey” developed by Rozin et al. (1999). The original scale includes seven items,
but as two of the items in the original scale were not relevant to the context of the current
paper, these were excluded.

Sample and data analysis
The sample of the current study included 184 students, recruited at a Norwegian university.
Of all, 49 per cent of students were male and the mean age was 23.8 years (SD¼ 5.3). The
sample included respondents with different academic backgrounds, including students from
both technology, natural sciences and social sciences. Some of the respondents were invited to
take part in the research project during a lecture, while others were recruited in the student
cafeteria and the library. The majority of the respondents were undergraduates, and data
collection continued over several days. Each participant was randomly assigned across the
four experimental conditions and was given a paper booklet that included the scenario story,
the scale measuring the perceived effectiveness of nudging and the scale measuring

The perceived effectiveness of nudging a

1. The measures mentioned in the article are an effective way of influencing the public’s diet
2. The measures mentioned in the article facilitate healthy food choice
3. The measures mentioned in the article will not influence the public’s diet (r)
4. The measures mentioned in the article will probably influence my diet
5. The measures mentioned in the article will probably influence my friend’s diet

Involvement
Self-assessed knowledgeb

1. Compared to my friends, I have good knowledge of diet and health
2. Compared to an expert, I have good knowledge of diet and health
3. Generally, my knowledge of diet and health is good

Importance of foodc

1. Enjoying food is one of the most important pleasures of my life
2. I would rather eat my favourite meal than watching my favourite television show
3. I think about food in a positive anticipatory way
4. Money spent on food is money well spent
5. If I could satisfy my nutritional needs safely, cheaply and without hunger by taking a daily pill, I would do this
Sources: aSelf-constructed; bAdapted from Park et al. (1994); cAdapted from: Rozin et al. (1999)

Table II. Items included in scales



involvement in outcome. All multi-item scales were validated by the use of factor analysis
with maximum likelihood extraction and direct oblimin rotation. Items precluding a
unidimensional factor structure were removed, and this applied to one item in the importance
of food scale and one item in the perceived effectiveness of nudging scale. Final scales thus
included three items measuring self-perceived knowledge, four items measuring the
importance of food and four items measuring the perceived effectiveness of nudging.
Summarised indexes were constructed, and Cronbach’s α tests were performed to ensure the
reliability of the scales. Results of factor analysis and reliability tests are reported in Table III,
and descriptive data for summarised indexes are reported in Table IV. Univariate analysis of
variance (General Linear Model) was used to test H1–H3, and individual t-tests were used to
further investigate differences between the four experimental conditions.

Results
Descriptive data across the four experimental conditions are provided in Table V, and
univariate analysis of variance is provided in Table VI. H1 suggested a positive main effect
of source credibility on the perceived effectiveness of textual information about food-related
nudging, but this was not supported (F (1, 180)¼ 0.936, p¼ 0.335). H2 suggested a positive
main effect of argument strength on the perceived effectiveness of textual information about
food-related nudging, and this was supported (F (1, 180)¼ 5.295, p¼ 0.023). Finally, H3
suggested a positive interaction effect of source credibility and argument strength on the
perceived effectiveness of textual information about food-related nudging. This was
supported, although the effect was only borderline significant (F (1, 180)¼ 4.054, p¼ 0.046).

Item Factor loading Cronbach’s α

Self-assessed knowledge 1 0.884 0.890
Self-assessed knowledge 2 0.768
Self-assessed knowledge 3 0.850
Importance of food 1 0.575 0.797
Importance of food 2 0.590
Importance of food 3 0.624
Importance of food 4 0.589
Perceived effectiveness of nudging 1 0.655 0.838
Perceived effectiveness of nudging 2 0.596
Perceived effectiveness of nudging 4 0.837
Perceived effectiveness of nudging 5 0.898

Index Mean SD N

Perceived effectiveness of nudging 3.41 1.23 184
Self-assessed knowledge 4.46 1.29 184
Importance of food 4.97 1.21 182

Table IV. Descriptive data for summarised indexes

Source credibility Argument strength Mean SD N

Low Low 2.96 1.15 50
Low High 3.73 1.33 42
High Low 3.49 1.09 41
High High 3.54 1.24 51

Table V. Descriptive data for the perceived effectiveness of nudging across experimental conditions

Table III. Factor analysis and reliability tests for items included in summarised indexes



Furthermore, the analysis of variance was controlled for respondents’ level of involvement,
as theoretical assumptions indicated that this could influence the effect of other variables.
The results are provided in Table VII. As indicated in the table, inclusion of the two
involvement measures only produced minor changes to the previously reported findings,
and neither of the involvement measures had significant main effects on the perceived
effectiveness of textual information about nudging.

Figure 1 portrays the effects of the full factorial model. The figure shows that the perceived
effectiveness of textual information about nudging is lowest for respondents exposed to
information with low source credibility and low argument strength. Furthermore, nudging is
perceived to be most effective in the high argument strength condition, both for respondents
exposed to low and high source credibility. The difference between the two high argument
strength conditions is not significant (t (91)¼ 0.699, p¼ 0.486). The line that indicates the
differences between the experimental conditions in Figure 1 is steeper for the low source
credibility condition as compared to the high source credibility condition. The low argument
strength information is perceived to be significantly more effective when presented in the high
source credibility condition, as compared to the low source credibility condition (t (89)¼−2.255,
p¼ 0.027), while there is no significant difference between low and high argument strength
when source credibility is high (t (90)¼−0.208, p¼ 0.835). In conclusion, the overall results
indicate that source credibility only influences the perceived effectiveness of textual
information about nudging when argument strength is low. Therefore, if you can offer strong
arguments about effectiveness, the source presenting the information has little influence on the
perceived effectiveness of nudging, but when argument strength is low, the information needs
to be presented by a credible source in order to be perceived as effective. The implications of
these findings are discussed in the next section.

Discussion
Theoretical and practical implications
This paper explored how source credibility and argument strength influenced the perceived
effectiveness of textual information about food-related nudging. The lack of a significant
main effect of source credibility was somewhat surprising. Main effects of source credibility

F df p

Main effects
Source credibility 0.936 1.180 0.335
Argument strength 5.295 1.180 0.023

Interaction effects
Source credibility × argument strength 4.054 1.180 0.046

Table VI. Univariate analysis of variance across the four experimental conditions

F df p

Main effects
Source credibility 1.172 1.176 0.281
Argument strength 4.336 1.176 0.039
Self-assessed knowledge 0.488 1.176 0.486
Importance of food 0.079 1.176 0.778

Interaction effects
Source credibility × argument strength 3.877 1.176 0.051

Table VII. Univariate analysis of variance controlled for level of involvement



on persuasive messages have been found in previous studies both within health
communication and other contexts, and in most of these studies, source credibility is found
to directly influence the perception of the message (Pornpitakpan, 2004; Schmidt et al., 2016).
For the development of theoretical knowledge on how to influence the public acceptance of
nudging, this non-significant effect implies that the role of source credibility is somewhat
weakened. While we may ask whether the manipulation of source credibility in this study is
the culprit leading to a rejection of the hypothesis, the manipulation check tells a different
story. Following our previous arguments, that the credibility of a source is determined by
the message receiver and not the sender, the empirical manipulation check returned
significantly different mean credibility scores, located on the opposite sides of the scale
(Table I). However, according to previous research, familiarity with the source or medium
may influence how information is perceived (Schwarz, 2012). Although both of the sources
used in the current experiment are generally well known to the public, the web-page of the
newspaper has significantly more readers than the web-page of FHI. While it is tempting to
further speculate on causes to the non-significant finding of source credibility, we rather
suggest that the effect of source credibility on the perceived effectiveness of information
about nudging should be further assessed. Controlling for respondents familiarity with the
medium is one possible pathway for future studies.

The results of the current study suggest that argument strength plays an important role
when communicating textual information about the effectiveness of nudging. As previously
mentioned, perceived effectiveness has been found closely related to acceptance (Diepeveen
et al., 2013; Petrescu et al., 2016; Marteau, 2017; Bang et al., 2018; Hall et al., 2018; Cadario and
Chandon, 2019), and the study contributes to current knowledge on how acceptance of
nudging can be influenced by means of increased perceived effectiveness. From a goal
hierarchical perspective, the findings suggest that a higher-level goal of public acceptance of
nudging can be pursued by strategies aimed at reaching a lower level goal of increased
perceived effectiveness, for which argument strength is one possible option. In this respect,
the limited knowledge on how the perceived effectiveness of nudging may be influenced has
been somewhat extended by this study.
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The results also lend additional support to the pivotal role of argument strength in
theoretical models on persuasion and communication. As previously mentioned, Chaiken
and Ledgerwood (2012) suggest that quantitative information contributes to arguments
being perceived as stronger, and that more detailed information gives stronger arguments
than messages with fewer details. This finding is supported both through the manipulation
check establishing a significant difference in perceived strength between the two argument
conditions, and by the significant main effect of argument strength on the perceived
effectiveness of nudging. Hence, our previous suggestion that the important comparison
standard for argument strength is not found in the eyes of the researcher or sender, but in
the evaluation made by consumers or receivers (Rucker and Petty, 2006), justifies the fact
that although our argument strength manipulations may seem marginal on paper, they are
found significantly different by the respondents.

From a more practical perspective, but still in line with previous research (Petty and
Briñol, 2012), the high argument strength condition included more detailed information
about the expected effects of nudging, as well as references to high-quality research
findings. Still, the manipulations can be said to be of the marginal kind, and finding a
significant effect of this marginal manipulation indicates potential for policy makers to
influence a consumer’s perceived effectiveness of textual information about nudging by
carefully considering the quality of arguments. If strong arguments about expected effects
of nudges can be provided, selection of which platform to communicate information on
should be based on factors like price, target group availability and impact range, rather than
source credibility. On the other hand, there might be situations where validated quantitative
information about the effectiveness of a given nudge is not available, or that the
communication medium does not allow for detailed arguments. In these situations, findings
of the current study suggest that messages with lower argument quality can still be
perceived as effective, if they are delivered by a high credibility source, as the source in itself
might enhance the perceived quality of the arguments (Chaiken and Ledgerwood, 2012;
Kruglanski, 2012). Following this line of reasoning, it is possible that arguments can be seen
of high quality without having the attributes of truthfulness or underpinning evidence if
they are presented by a trustworthy source. Further investigation of this possible
association could be an interesting pathway in future studies.

Limitations and future directions
In the current study there are several limitations that needs to be considered. The sample is
relatively small and homogenous with young adults in higher education being
overrepresented. Although the results provide valuable insights about how the
effectiveness of nudging should be communicated to facilitate acceptance among young
adults, results are not necessarily representative to the general population and should
therefore be interpreted with care. Also, using a student sample to investigate the perceived
effectiveness of textual information about nudging may be considered a weakness, as
students are optimised for learning in textual format. It is therefore necessary to validate the
results in larger and more heterogeneous samples before extrapolating the findings to other
contexts. Although being somewhat debated (Riener and Willingham, 2010; Kirschner,
2017), theories on consumer learning suggest that people differ in their preferred learning
style. Most messaging assumes textual modes over others, and this may not be
representative in the general population. The current study only investigated the perceived
effectiveness of textual information about nudging. As previously mentioned, information
may be perceived differently depending on the mode of delivery (e.g. visual, aural and
tactile), and caution should be taken when extrapolating towards other designs of
nudge-related information. Also, although public information is still mainly delivered in
textual format, young adults are high users of both digital and social media and information



processing in this consumer segment is therefore not necessarily similar to other
demographic groups (Romanelli et al., 2009). Investigating how source credibility and
argument strength influence the perceived effectiveness of nudging in other message
formats, e.g. by using video or podcasts, could therefore be the focus of future studies.

Individuals with high education often tend to have healthier habits and interest in food
and healthy eating as compared to other demographic groups (Eikemo et al., 2008; Thornton
et al., 2011), and the lack of a significant effect of involvement in the current study may be
explained by the samples’ high educational level. It is also possible that the inclusion of
alternative measures of involvement (e.g. the food-related lifestyle questionnaire or the
health consciousness scale) could have produced different results. Based on the previously
described association between perceived effectiveness and acceptance of nudging
(Diepeveen et al., 2013; Petrescu et al., 2016; Marteau, 2017; Hall et al., 2018), findings of
the current study indicate that young adults accept the use of the three nudges that were
presented in the news-article (because they find them to be effective). However, studies have
identified a number of additional factors that may influence the acceptance of nudging,
including the level of intrusiveness and type of nudge (Reisch et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2018;
Loibl et al., 2018; Djupegot and Hansen, 2019). As the three nudges investigated in the
current study were presented within the same news-article, it is not possible to identify any
differences in perceived effectiveness between the nudges, and this may be considered a
weakness. Testing the association between source credibility, argument strength, perceived
effectiveness and acceptance of nudging within the same study would also contribute to
further validate the suggestion that increased perceived effectiveness of nudging is
associated with acceptance.

Finally, personal tailoring of information has the potential to further increase the effect of
persuasive communication as personal relevance might increase consumers’ motivation to
process information (Myers, 2010; Petty and Briñol, 2012). The applicable strategy for
communication is however largely dependent on the target group, and for information
aimed at larger populations, personal tailoring might not be feasible. On the other hand, for
messages aimed at smaller groups, tailoring information has the potential to influence how
the content is perceived, and this would probably also be the case of the perceived
effectiveness of nudging.

Conclusions
The perceived effectiveness of nudging is established as a reliable predictor of the
acceptance of nudging. The current study aimed to investigate how source credibility and
argument strength influence the perceived effectiveness of textual information about
food-related nudging in order to provide a better understanding of how acceptance of
nudging may be facilitated. Findings suggest that argument strength is of major importance
when informing young adults about the effectiveness of nudging and furthermore, if
evidence on the effect is scarce, perceived effectiveness might be increased if the arguments
are presented by a credible source. However, the results on source credibility are somewhat
ambiguous, and should therefore be interpreted with care. In conclusion, strong arguments
about the effectiveness of nudging may contribute to increase perceived effectiveness and
can thereby be used to facilitate acceptance of nudging among young adults.
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